"Don 't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, '.ike democracy and
freedom, giany people you'll
never know anything , about
have - broken their hearts to
get it for you."

Don't Miss All
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College Banquet
Tonight !-

Alice Duer Miller
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Phi Beta Kappa Honors Development Progra m Approved;
Alumni Will Fac e Biggest Task
Disclosed On Wed*
_-..

-
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The Annual Recognition Assembly wilf be held May 1 at 11 a.rn.
in the Women's Union Gov. Edmund S. Muskie, guest speaker for
^ '
this year,- will be presented with an honorary degree at the assembly.
Held for the purpose of recognizing outstanding students the assembly presents a variety of awards for the honors that have been In connection with the release on
earned in the past year. The highest scholastic achievements of the the development plans Dr. Bixler,

Leaders Voice
Optimistic Views

year will be acknowledged . Unlike
previous years, Phi Beta Kappa,
the national, society of scholars, will
announce the newly elected members on Wednesday. None of . the
seniors elected will know of their
election until the Assembly. Participants for the Senior Scholar program will also be announced.
The member of the Senior class
who has been considered the best
college citizen will receive tlie Condon Medal . In the Freshmen class
the outstanding young man and
women "who have shown the character and ideals most likely to benefit society"- will be awarded the
Lelia M. Forster prizes.
General scholarships are presented by the American Association
o| University Women, Delta Delt a
Delta , Student League and Library
Associates. Other prizes will be
awarded for achievement in business
administration , classics , English,
history, French, German , music,
public speaking and dramatics,
sciences, and social sciences.
One of the .most important events
is the announcing of newly elected
members of Cap and Gown and Blue
Key. The Juniors so honored are
not aware that they have been
chosen until two members of the
society tap them." These two societies
are composed of outstanding seniors ,
and . membership, in them is con sidered . the highest non-academic
honor at Colby.

Piano Concerto By
Comparetti Played
At Spring Concert

This Sunday, April 28, at 8 p.m.
in the Women's Union , the Colby
Community Symphony Orchestra
will present its annual Spring Concert , which is free to all students,
Conducted by Dr. Comparetti , tho
60 piece orchestra (which was
organized in 1941) this year boasts
an exceptionally good string section,
On the program for Sunday evening
are : tho Rossini Overture ' 'Italiaria
in Algeri ," tho Overture by Adam
"Si J' etais Roe," Hand el "Water
Mu sio ," Ravel "Pavan e," and , the
hi ghlight of tho evening, "The
Mayflower; Hill Concerto" composed
by Dr. Comparetti. President Bixler will conduct this last work arid
Dr. Comparetti will perform as solo
artist in his own composition . As
many a student who lias had Dr.
Comparetti in musio class will
readily affirm , this is a fine opportunity to hoar some* wonderful
piano playing, in addition to fi ne
orchestral musio.
"Tho Mayfl ower Hill Concerto,"
in 0 Minor, had as tho motivation
for its composition tho move of
Oolby College to its now location on
tho hill , nnd it is an expression in
mu sio, of this aolriovomont. Written
for the Colby Symphony, it mot with
an enthusiastic reception when first
v
p erformed in 1947, and ' again in
1958, Ono commentator wont no far
ns tb say that "Col by's Symphony
Orchestra was (tho finest that (hoi
had over hoard — barring ; none —
which was mado up of volunteer
part-time musicians. "
A bit of introduction may serve to
;
Continued on, Pago Seven

Japanese Musician
Performs Concert

At 8 p.m. next Monday, April 29,
in Lorimer Chapel, Toshiya Eto, an
accomplished Japanese ' musician,
will present a violin concert of
works by Beethoven , Bach, Glazunof , Debussy, Szymanowski, and
Bizet-Sarasaie. He will be accompanied by Reiko Eto at the p iano.
When he gave his first recital in
New York' s Carneigie Hall in 1951,
on the date of his 24th birthday,
Toshiya Eto's, birthday gifts came
the following morning in the form
of critical accolades. New York reviewers were unanimous in their
praise. Olin Downes reported in the
"New York Times" : "Mr. Eto is
rarely equipped for his task. The
fact that he has a prodigious technique is accessory to the beauty and
vitality of his tone, which is exceptionally warm, rich arid vibrant."
In the "Herald-Tribune," Arthur
Berger wrote : "Mr. Efco belongs in
the class of the top-flight violinists!"
And in "The Saturday Review of
Literature,'.' Irving Kolodin noted :
"It has been quite a while—not
perhaps since the advent of Zino
Fraiicescatti—that a ' new' violinist
drew such pure unsullied sound from
an instrument as Hoshiya Eto.
Along with this fluidity and lustre
went a sensitivity quite remarkable!"
Born in Tokyo , th e, violinist first
gained recognition in his native
country at the age of twelve, when
he won . first place in the National
Music Contest and the Ministry of
Education Prize, Before he graduated from the Tokyo Academy of
Music in 194.8, Eto was already first
violinist of the Tokyo Chamber
Music Association , He also scored
outstanding successes as soloist with
Continued on Page Eight

Mr. Millett , Alumni Director, and
Mr. Turner , Director of Fund Council, made the following comments :
Dr. Bixler : "This is an all-out
effort on behalf of the college that
has first place in our thoughts and
is destined , if we succeed to give it
first place in the thought of many
outside of our own Colby family. I
am confident that all members of
our constituency—trustees , faculty,
students , alumni, parents , a n d
friends—will join with us in wholehearted support and that we shall
emerge not only with new financial
resources but with a new spirit of
unity and a new loyalty to our common task."
Mr. Millett : "I know the alumni
of Colby will meet the challenge of
this new campaign to complete
three buildings' so that our students
of today and those to come in the
future will have adequate facilities
to get the best education possible.
The alumni of Colby have met a
great many challenges in building
this new campus as it stands today ,
and 1am confident that they will do
it again."
Mr, Turner : "The fulfillment
campaign will build one of the
largest teams, of Colby alumni , parents', arid;¦-'¦friends¦ 'iti- tire college's
history. For everyone there is a
tremendous amount of work ahead ,
but also an opportunity for great
satisfaction in seeing Colby move into a leadership position among colleges of its type."

The names of two students
havo been added to the Dean 's
List for the first semester of
11956-57 :
Eleanor Duckworth '57, H alifax , Nova Scotia.
,

1

'.

Margaret Barnes '60, Albany,
New York.

Twelve Sophs Appointed
To Be Junior Advisors

Trustees announcing the launching of the Colby Development Fund are left to right! Gordon J ones, Alfred Foster , Mrs: Curtis Hut chins,
and Chairman Neil Leonard.
:

*

A $5,000,000 long-range development program was voted here today by the board of trustees of Colby College.
President J. Seelye Bixler described the decision as "a decisive step
that will move Colby into the very front rank of institutions of its
kind."
The first phase pf the program will be a campaign for $2,500,000

Eustis New Head
Off Hospital Board

Arthur Galen Eustis, a veteran of
sixteen years' service on the Thayer
Hospital Board , "KM.:."beeh ' eTected
chairman of the board of trustees.
Serving as vice president in 1946
and 1947, he has also been on the
following committees : building of
the new hospital , finance, buildings
and grounds, endowment and invest' • '•"
ment.
Mr. Eustis has been the vice president of Colby College since 1950
and on the faculty since 1924. He
was head of the department of business administration until he became
treasurer in 1938. Born in Strong,
Maine , he graduated froni Colby in
•Continued "on*P age Eight

Newhall Speech
Termina t es Series

Dr. Richard Ager Newhall, visiting professor of history will , speak
on "United States Policy in the
Middle East , " Tuesday, April 30 at
4 p.m. in tho Keyos Building. This
will b e th e last in the series of
Gabrielson lectures this semester.
These lectures havo explained the
conditions and world relationships
in tho Middle East.
Dr. Newhall is visitin g Colby for
a yoar under tho John Hay Whitn ey
Foundation, Ho recently retired
fr om the history department of Williams College , wh oro he tau ght f or
32 years. Boforo his appointment
at Williams , Dr. Newhall hold the
position of instructor and tutor at
Harvard from 1915-17 , 1919,! and
m_ .ruqtor and assistant professor at
Yale from 1919^24,
Dr, Newhall received his B.A.
from tho University of Minnesota
in 1910 and a M.A. from tho same
school in 1911, Following this ho
received a M.A, . and Ph.D. from
Harvard. In 1930-31 ho received
tho Guggenheim Fellowship, an
academic honor.
Among his publications aro : "Tho
En glish Conquest of Normandy, "
"The Crusades," and "Muster and
Review." Ho is tho editor of tho
Berkshire Studios in European

The Dean of Women s office has released the names of those sophomories who have been selected as Junior Advisors for next year. They
are : Kathleen Caughlin, Erla Cleaves, Janice Coburn , Janice Clark,
Barbara Hunter, Katerine Kies, Nancy Little, Carroll Metcalf ,' Melba
Metcalf , Magdaline Pearman, Dorothy Reynolds, and Donna Tasker.
Selected each year by a committee of the old Junior Advisors from
among the Sophomores haying an average of' at least 75 per cent, the
Junior Advisors hold, a position both of honor and responsibility.
Their appointment is based on characteristics of enthusiasm, "approachableness," interest in hel ping the Frost, and eagerness to spend
time working with them.
Sponsored by -the Women's Student League, the Junior Advisor
program serves as an official in st rum ent f or m akin g the st uden t fe el
welcome and at home, up on h er arrival on th e Colby campus. It
helps her in the general adjus t ment to college lif e during Freshmen
Week, and is in eff ect throu ghout the first semester and half of the
second. Each Junior Advisor,; having about 12 Freshmen under her
charge, is responsible f or h elping h er advisees with any pr oblems
ihey might encounter in attaining a satisfactory personal adjustmen t
to college.
In order to get an integral academic and extra-curricular advisory
program , the Junior Advisors are assigned , to t he same gr oup s of
Freshmen as thc y faculty advisors arc and work co-operativel y wi th
t hcrn ancl tho Dean 's office in their relations with the Froshi
History.

to be completed by the summer of
1958. The immediate goals are three
buildings and $500,000 added endowment for faculty salaries and
scholarships.
The new units will be a . general
classroom ; building with, faculty
-offices , ; $900,000 ; a music and art
classroom building $650,000 ; and an
administration building, $450,000.
The second phase of the "Colby
Fulfillment Program" will supply
the resources and facilities to enable
the college to expand its enrollment.

Need Is Realized

Referring to the growing avalanche of students applying to colleges , President Bixler said , ''Colby
recognizes its responsibility to do its
share in meeting the increasingly
heavy enrollment demands of qualified college applicants."
The program announced, today
was formulated by a trustee's planning comniittee headed by Ellerton
M. Jette (Waterville), president,
C. F. Hath away Shirt Co., and Raymond P. Sloan (New York City),
vice presiden t, Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation. Formal launching of
tho drive is scheduled for the fall.
'.'The trustees aro determined that
Colby shall offer not merely a good ,
but the finest po ssibl e edu cation ,"
Dr. Bixler said , "Tho groundwork
for this new move is well prepared.
Our faculty i s th e l argest and much
tho strongest teaching staff tho college has evor had. Our students are
alort, well-prepared unci come from
a wide geographical area. Out
alumni have novor boon more responsive."
Dr. Bixlor pointed out that 'alth ou gh tho coll ege is h oused on a
n ow 750 acre campus , the physical
plant has novor been compl eted..
Tlio present plant represents an
investment of. between !ft;7-$8 ,O00,O0O,
the result of gifts fro m more than
13,000 alumni and frionds. .
'
Other members of the trustee
planning committoo for tho Ful fillment Program aro : Guy G. Gabriolroii (Bornardsvillo , N. J.), former
chairman , Republic ' National Committee ; H, Bacon Collamorc (Pittsburg, Pa.), chairman , Pittsburgh
Stool Co. i Dr. Frederick T. Hill
medical
director,
(Watorvillo),
Thayer Hospital ; and Mrs . Curtis
Hutohins (Bangor) .
>
Continued on Pago Seven
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Letter to the Editor

.
. . '
In the past few months, if not indeed f or the p as t sever al years, a
situation has been building which , if not s temmed, could seriously
weaken the school through a complete disunity of independent and
fraternity men. Through the limited capacity of the fraternities" at
C olby, or divers personal reasons, many outstanding boys are stranded
in a social and intellectual vacuum generated by the position of the
independ ents on campus. On d.e whole, the calibre of the independents at Colby is as hi gh, if not hi gher, than that of the men in fraternities. Due to the" present situation too many of these people are
lost because of their lack of an independent organization in which
they can voice an opinion, and thus add their ideas as a contribution
to campus life. •
Dear Sirs :

'

Rehearsals for
P & W Continues
by Don Mordecai

Note: This is th e first of two

^ the progress of Powder
report s on
a nd Wig on its forthcoming pr odu ction , "King Lear."
Things are hopping around ' the
Powder and Wig workshop. Two
week s f rom now , as is indicated on
the superb posters around the
sch ool , Powder and Wig is producing what many people consider to
be Shakespeare 's magnum opus,
"King Lear."
One of the outstanding features of
this rendition is the set. It is sure
to draw a lot of comment. Designed
in what might be called the modern
school, it has already excited the
production group, although in two
different directions. Everyone is
looking forward to seeing it built—
except the builders. It. i s not goi ng
to be easy to construct, but all are
agreed that the finished work will
be worth the trouble.
The costumes as well, especially
designed for this play, are worthy
of notice. They are designed for
utility and visibility, as well as being beau t ifu l replicas of the dress
woro in the period.
"King Lear" has often been called
an imp ossible play to prod u ce on
the stage. It calls for a great deal
of skill in the interpretation of the
director in order to bring the cornpli cat ed , yet well-contrived, plot to
life on the stage. The set and cost umes , of cour se, were designed
with this interpretation in mind, but
the important role lies with the people who must actually sell this production to the audience—the actors.
The group is very fortunate, however, in having so me ra th er good
salesmen. Everyone is enjoying
and working extremely hai-d at perfecting his ' part. With the spirit
that is being shown by the group
and the amount of work that has
been done and will be done ' in the
near future,- the production looks as
though it will be. a complete success.

There are, of course , people who recognize this problem , but they
are either not in a po sition to rec tif y the situation, or they do not
know the best way to go about it. Many ideas have been presented by
various ind epend en ts, and they,, on the whole, show that a great deal
of t hought has been given to the problem. However, these ideas have
not materialized into a practical reality.
One of the best ways that has been introduced as a possiblemeans
f or t he solidif i ca t ion of this g roup is through sports. Each fraternity
has the opportunity to field a team in intramural sports, but the onl y
chance that an independent has to participa te in such an ac t ivity is
throug h the ROTC team, which is limited to a small amount of men.
Just fr om the point of view of having better competition in campus
sports is a valid reas on f or having teams made up of ind ep end en t
groups. And sports is only one area in which an independent organiby Arthur Goldschmidt
zation could enrich studen t int er est a t Colby. Such a group could be
Recently
a number of independent
expand ed until it would give all men an equal opportunity to voice
underclassmen have been discussing
th eir opinions and to contribute a ctively to the many a spec ts of colleg e the heed for a social organization
¦
•
lif e.
open to all men who are not members
of fraternities. Many students
f
f
Last year, one o t he camp aigners or student governmen t pr op osed
have
felt that the independents lack
the following ref orm, and we quo te : "organization of the independopportunities for an enjoyable social
ents to g ive more chances to participate in intramural sports. This life , on campus because of the reorg anization would per t ain to all ot her a spect s of the independ en t's latively small number, of social funcollege life also." It seems to us that it is time that the independents ctions open to non-fraternity men.
t hemselves beg in to. show a little interest in a system which is to bene- The independents are also underf it t hem dir ect l y. WHAT DO YOU INDEPENDENTS THINK ? represented in tho Student Government , tlie Interfraternity Council
S ome in t ere sted f r eshmen men
and other campus organizations to
Editors' Note: We would appreci ate any opinions or comments on which fraternities send representatives. The opportunity for independthe above letter.
ents to compete for the Bixler Bowl
is now an empty promise. Several
reasons for tho lack of school spirit
among independents havo been put
forth . Tho princi pal cau se, howovor,
Dear Sir :
is that independents aro actually
It has appeared quite evident to me, af ter hearing the rumblings discouraged From interest ancl .parof private conversations in the Seni or dorm, tha t t here is g ood amount ticipation in a large nu mber of
extra-curricular pursuits.
of dissatisfaction at tho choice we find has been made for the Senior
A sizable group of non-fraternity
play.
men aro now trying to remedy this
The play, King Lear , it is felt , is most satisfactory to be given as a deplorable situation through th.e
college performance during the academic year. . But , in truth , it is formation oft.an Independents ' Rooial
"
not a p lay which most of us feel our parents would care to sit through. organisation, "tentatively named the
"Campus Club. " No independent
Heaven knows, they'will be asked to sit through many activities dur- should miss , the opportunity to ating the course of the weekend , ancl I don't think a long, gory (al- tend tho first mooting; on Wednesthough excellent) Shakespearian tragedy "should be added to tlie list. day evening, May 1. Tho mooting
It would rather seem more fitting to entertain the Seniors and their is intended to gaugo student interparents with a shorter , li ghter , and more amusing work. This is not est in forming tho Campus Club.
Temporary officers will bo chosen
the first year either in which many have fclt\the commencement pro- and attempts made to put tho orduction is,appropriate.
ganization ,of a firm footing so that
Perhaps a theatre group feels that its standards would be lowered it can bo a going concern in tho
., by the presentation of a lighter work, but I think it can be seen ,re- fall,
Indoponclont., do not miss tho
versel y that good art, good entertainment must consider the time and
chance to make your voioo hoard on
the place of presenting the work of art essentiall y important to the campus I
"" ¦ , .
,
success of that work. In. other word s, a theatre group has no ri ght to
as
to wh ch it
Most hkol y it is too late-to change
abstract from the audience !
^» feel itself
i
p resents itself,
tho present production for which a
With this fact in mind I think wc can sec that graduation is no time great deal of 'work has already boon
for a tragedy.
done . But I thinlc other -lassos and

Independents Seek
New Organization

Letter to the Editor

Cam pus Commeiit
by ALAN WILLIAMSON.

Most students would agree that a good athletic program is essential
for the well-rounded college. A good team is always a credit to the
school it represents. For this reason, the coaches are always on the
lookout for good athletes as prospective students in their colleger
Everyone likes sports but few realize the sacrifice a student makes
by par ticipa ting in athletics. The athlete does not show up just for
the games. In fac t, he can be seen trud ging down to the Field House
ri ght after lunch and dragging himself back very late in the afternoon.
- Probably, he has just sacrificed
about three hours for practice which
'" most people could use for studying.
If he - has been through a really
grueling
practice, Tie will probably
!
prefer hitting the sack tb pouring
"A unique feature at Colby is the3 through some thoroughly uninterest'Book of the Year.' Each spring a1 ; ing textbook.
committee of faculty and students3
Many athletes are on scholarships,
selects an outstanding book for all1 as they deserve to be. Most people
to read during the ensuing college3 suppose that they earn their scholaryear. The selected book is frequently? ships by practicing long hours every
mentioned in many different courses3 afternoon . This does not tell the
and in informal discussion groups3 whole story. Most athletes are required to work in the kitchen or at
This quotation from last year's3 some other job in order to fulfill *he
catalog reminds us that the time$ scholarship ' requirements. . Unless
has come when the Book of the Yearr the athlete is intellectually inclined
Committee must begin to select.- as well, which many are not, he will
books for the student body to choosei probably find that he has inadequate
as the Book of the Year for 1957-58.. time and energy for his studies,
The sports schedule is usually arRecogn iz i ng this fact , the Chairmani
the Book of the Year Committee,, ranged so that h al f th e games are
Mr. Sutherland , called an openi played on "foreign soil." The travelmeeting of f acu l ty mem b ers an dl ing this entails often means the loss
students Monday afternoon , AprilI of a day 's pra ctice ; which, the ath22, to discuss possible books for nextb lete can hardly afford. In addition .
year and ways of improving interest he loses valuable time on his job and
on his studies. Fortunately, the
in discussing the book chosen .
This year's book, "Don Quixote,'* coaching staff co-operates with the
was : u sed i n some English and most faculty on the problem of studies.
Spanish sections as required read- If it is" necessary f or a player to
ing. It was felt, never th eless , that study du ring an af t ernoon , the
many students did not read the coach is usually . willing to excuse
b ook , and that interest was there- him from practice.
fore- less than it should have been. Clearly, an athlete must work
This apathy was evident despite the very hard to keep his scholarship
fact that the movie was shown ori with the limited time he has for
canipus and a statue depicting Don studies. If the athlete could receive
Quixote was placed at the main en- a non-academic scholarship, it
should be a straight scholarship
trance to the library.
with no strings attached. He should
Mr. . Sutherland explained that
not h ave t o add lon g hours of work
"Don Quixote" marks a departure
cramped schedule.
from past selections. Usually, the to his already
h
e does m ore th an h is
Certainly,
students, have chosen from four or
five books that were mainly social- share to make Colby's activities
more interesting. He could improve
scientific, survey-type, semi-popular
his
scholarstic average so that he
works one hook to be, the Book of
could
graduate with a B.A. in somethe Year. Last , year, however, the
thing
otlier than football or hockey.
books werey chiefly classical works of
Other colleges like Colby has shown
fiction .
that giving- athletic scholarships is
About twenty titles -were then feasible. If Colby wishes to attract
mentioned as possible choices for athletes, it should inaugurate a realthe students to vote on for next istic program ' of scholarship aid to
year 's book,
deserving, sports-minded students.
After considerable debate among
the members regarding the types of
books desirable of possibilities, five
titles were nominated. The authors,
titles and summaries of their content follow. Crane Brinton's "The
Shaping of the Modern Mind"
Taking advantage of the possible
traces the development of major teacher-student relationship here - at
ideas of western civilization since Colby, a group has been meeting un1500. Harrison Brown 's "Tho Chal- der the guidence of Mr, Robert Reulenge of Man's Future" discusses man for , the alleged purpose of tying
biological and sociological problem s, current situations and problems into
such as overpopulation and survival. the Social Science course from which
"A Collection of Essays" by George they come. The group, all from Mr.
Orwell includes a group of penetrat- Penman 's section , had felt that
ing, realistic essays on literature there were many interesting areas
and society . Mt. Sutherland has re- of discussion whioh , because of the
marked that .Orwell's highest limitati on of class tinip, they wore
achievement probably was in the unable to explore,. The expressed
^
essay form , oven though his novel , objective of this group, then, was to
"1984," is perhaps hotter known to go more thoroughly into these,
most students. Stendhal' s "The without the restriction of having to
Charterhouse of Parma '' -is a realis- cover a. certain amount of material
tic novel of the Napoleonic period—• in the class hour. The group has
a lively reflection of the romantic boon mooting for nearly six weeks,
point of view. Completing the list and has boon a rather profitable exis "Tho Liberal Imagination, " perience although not always in the
Written by Lionel Trilling, it is a way which was expected.
collection of essays on literature and
On several of the Tuesday evenmodern society—notably on such inings,
fcho conversation has turned
fluential mon as Droisor, James,
¦
from
John Stuart Mill or Adam
'
.
Froud , etc.
Smith, to modern schools of psycholIt is encouraging to note' that ogy) £»«d tho validity of tho selective
everyone of thoso choices can bo security act. While the group is
obtained in an inexpensive, paper- not. too largo , its members nearly
bound edition, Students will bo ahlo always havo something to say which
.
to pick tho work thoy want as Book —although , not always to the,, point
of tlio Year outsj do the Spa on Mon- is sure to raise controversy.
day morning, April 20.
In fu ture wooks , it is expected
Powder and Wig would do woll to that tho discussion will tie in fairly
look into and remedy this situation closely withN class work, as tho
Froshmon Social Science Course is
in 't lio future,
A Senior
Conti nued on Pago Eight

Book of the Yea r

Nominations Mad e

Discussions Held
Tuesda y Evenin gs

Class Officers A nnual Rep ort
Senior Class

1. Annual Strawberry Breakfast
( Junior and senior women) last
May. • Toni Ciunci. Ellie Shorey—
co-chairmen.
'
2. Commencement Committee appointed by the deans and Mr. Loebs
in February. Eleanor Duckworth,
INancy Hansen , Janet Kimball,
Eleanor Ewing, John Cameron, Phil
Ives, Mac Blanchard to work with
senior class officers (Saladino, Merrill, Ciunce, Shorey) . Mr. Loebs is
faculty advisor.
, 3. Commencement Activities :
A. Senior Banquet—Ellie Shorey,
hairman.
March 7, 1957 , Roberts
c
TJnion . Speaker, Mr. Berschneider.
Class marshalls elected.
B. Cap and Gown—Eleanor Duckworth chairman. Correct addresses
-of parents of seniors.
C. Commencement Invitations —
Mac Blanchard chairman. Ordered
before spring vacation ; due to arrive before May 1. Pen and ink
sketch of the Chapel.
D. Commencement Ball—Eleanor
Ewing, Phil Ives chairmen . Friday,
June 7, Women's Union.
E. Senior Picnic — Jan Kimball,
Bill Saladino, Toni Ciunci chairmen.
At Island Park, Thursday, June 6.
Grant and Grant, caterers, provide
buffet meal. Dance at the Pavillion.
F. Senior - Faculty Breakfast —
Nancy Hansen, John Cameron chairmen. Friday, June 7 , Roberts
¦'
' . • ¦
Union.
G. Class Gift — Nancy Hansen
chairman. Chapel altar furnishi ngs .
4. Class Meeting — April 18 at
4 p.m. Election of class agents :
Nancy Hansen, Eli Martin, Ellie
Jones , Peter Merrill, Marilyn Perkins , Tom Brachin, and Ellie Shorey.
Also voted on class gift, chapel
attar furnishings.
5. Budget for Class of 1957 :
Receipts on hand $1246.81 as of
January, 1957.

Sophomo re Class

Expenditures

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Planned
Actual
Class Banquet §150.00 •
Posters
$ 7.50
Miss Nichols
135.00
Picnic
500.00
Class Breakfast
25.00
Senior Ball
175.00
Class Gift
250.00
Miscellaneous
146.81
>

$1246.81 $142.50
Receipts on hand as of April 15,
1957 equal $1104.31. Money in
treasury is derived from $1.25 activities fee which each, student pays
each year.

Junior Class

Acting for the Class of 1959, the
present officers performed the following activities during the past
',,
year :
.
,
1. Assumed responsibility of planning and carrying out Homecoming
Weekend with the idea in mind of
introducing a name band to the
Colby Campus. Leroy Holm es and
his MGM-recording orchestra were
signed to a contract during the
summer for the Homecoming Dance.
The Hangout aided in the actual
labor necessary to hold the dance.
A_fter all expenses were met by both
the class officers and the Hangout,
the .forty dollar profit on the weekend was contributed to the Athletic
Council as has been done in the
past. ,
2. Recognizing the need for a better method of nominating , class
officers than the customarily disorganized class meeting method, a
new plan was drawn up and submitted to the Student Government.
Before this past vacation, the submitted plan as voted on and passed
with one minor correction.
Important : All individuals desiring to run for class offices in
the forthcoming elections should
acquaint themselves with this
new nomination procedu re as
printed in this "Echo."
3. As is custom, the sophomore
class officers conducted the election
of the Freshmen Interim Committee
last fall.
4. The present balance in the
dass treasury is S793.44.

The report of the Junior Class
officers :
1. In the beginning of the first
semester , the JuniortAdvisors in coordination with the Junior Class
officers instituted a system of extracurricular activities cards. Different cards.for the Men and Women's
divisions were printed , the funds for
which came from the class treasury.
These cards were printed to include
all the activities of the freshmen in
order to assist extra-curricular organizations in the tapping of freshmen talents for work in these organizations . This file will he av permanent fixt _tre with all Junior class advisors and will be available to everyone.
2. The Condon Medal elections
were run . off successfully. The
officers were able td get 80% of the
Senior class out to vote through
wider publicity through signs and
the "Echo. " '
Junior Class Financial statement
as of March 31, 195,7.';
The Int erim Committee for the
Expenses :
Class
of 1960 would like to submit
Fairfield
November 21, 1956,
its
report
for . the year. The mem$14.10
Publishing Company
bers were elected at the beginning
Total
$14.10 of the year by-the Freshman'Class
.
Continued on Page Seven
Total Cash on hand
$1,03.9.78

Freshman Class

'Look Homeward, Angel9
. . . A Synopsis . . .
by Leslie Colitt
A number of freshmen English students maintain that the violent
emotions disp layed by the characters in this novel are unrealistic. In
an attempt to justif y these excesses and thus make this work more
meaningful to those troubled students, a revised synopsis of this novel
follows.
EAT UP! — only 5 million books to go
When his son Eugene was born, Oliver Gant like any proud,
'
.
nervqus father, was asleep in a drunken stupor.
There is no denying that Oliver liked a little ni p now and then,
but in between the nips, he. was really a first-rate gravestone engraver. His wife Eliza , who had experienced the privation of tlie
South after the Civil War, desperately sought security. If baking
soda went down to 5 cents a box at the corner grocery, she would
hoard dozens of crates of the powder. A shrewd woman, she then
proceeded to stuff . her family with so much fried chicken that the
baking soda was quickly put to good use.
Eugene was a shy boy, in fact so shy that he refused "to speak to his
parents for want of a proper introduction. His brother Ben was one of
his few real friends. Ben 's friendship, however, was not overly sentimental, and took the form of derision, taunts, and bodil y pain inflicted on young Eugene.
Eliza believed in early work for her boys, and Eugene was no exception. As an innocent front, he unwittingly peddled "Police Gazettes" under the false cover of the "Saturday Evening Post."

About the same time that Eliza was systematically buy ing up the
town of Altamont as a good investment . Eugene entered the Leonards' private school. Almost overni ght he developed a voracious appetite for literature. Discovering that leather-bound volumes were by
far the more tender and tasty, he devoured these with grea t relish
(and a little mustard).
Meanwhile, when the First World War broke out, Ben who wanted
to join the Liechtensteinian Army, was almost accepted as his doctor
discovered he had no lungs. Perfect for gas warfare, thought the old
codger.
At the age of nine, Eugene was shipped off to Pulpit Hill , where
his youth and great height made him a, natural ,baskethai! p layer. His
education , however, continued famously and Eugene did a number
of original research papers on the history of the brothrel , documenting
the papers with his personal observations. The war had called most
of the able-bodied men off the campus, and only a few physical
wrecks were left. This was Eugene's golden opportunity to become a
real campus leader. He organized his own CAROTC (Confederate
Army ' ROTC ) and soori becarnie military dictator of Pul p it Hill.
Continued on Page Eight

Yo u smok e refreshed

.A new idea in smoking...all-new' . Sa IgiII - .
Created hi R. J.Ro] /nolda Tobacco Company.
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• most modem fi lter

Thin., of how a Spring day refreshes you and you 'll have a good idea
n°w refreshing all-new Salem cigarettes taste. The freshest taste in
cigarettes flows through Salem's pure white filter. Rich tobacco
with surprise softness... menthol-fresh comfort, SALEM-you 'll love 'em.

Salem refr eshes your taste

Election Procedure Altered by Hangout Village
Shine Up The Pin, Boy; Class
Stu-G; New Plan Requires Petitions Dance Tomorrow
Spring Has Come Again Canoe Outing Is
Where, oh, where is Janie Jones ,

Stu-G Reports

Where, oh, where is Janie Jones,

Where, oh, where is Janie Jones,
.Way up high!"
Spring is here, and along with
the budding trees and green grass
will be another familiar sign—frequent pinniags. In this season: -a
young man's fancy turns, and as a
result many suspected romances are
announced publicly with a fraternity
pin.
This year, however, pinnings have
been comparatively rare. Last year's
freshman class was overwhelmed
with the number of pins that suddenly appeared the first few weeks
of school . What's the trouble, boys ?
Can Colby expect a rush of pins this
season ?
Every Saturday night the popular
question is, "Who do you think will
get pinned tonight?" Quite often
this will be answered by the echo of
running feet, shrieks of surprise,
then the strains of ^he song dear to
any Colby girl .
If , after this, some girls still . have
not heard the news, they will find
out when a caravan of honking cars
stops below the lucky girl's window.
At that point windows all around
are thrown open , and females in
various stages of undress lean out .
The dorm is quiet during the serenade. Afterwards the cross-examination begins : "Where did you get
pinned?" "When will you be married ?" "How long have you been
going with him?" And the girl is a
celebrity !
The effects the next day are
noticeable, too. The couple is congratulated by everyone everywhere.
Tn the Spa the beaming girl is surrounded by excited friends, while
her partner fights off the gibes and
jovial punches of his pals. At sup-

Diambri' s

The regular meeting of Student
Government was held on Monday
evening, April 22, at 7 :30 i»
Roberts Union . The treasurer reported that there is a total of $2- 319.60 in the treasury.
Pete Rigero reported that Avl
Fraser has been elected as the new
chairman of the Social Committee,
and Norm Lee is the secretary.
It was moved and voted that the
entire budgets of all the organizations for next year be approved.
The total of the student activities
fee will remain at $17. 50 --for boys
and $19.00 for girls. It is to be alloted as follows : Colby Echo $1.50 ;
Colby Oracle $5.95 ; Class Dues §.75 ;
Inter-Faith Association $1.50 ; Band
$1.80 ; Orchestra $1.00 ; Student
Government $.75 ; Glee Club .$1.50 ;
Radio Colby $.30 ; Forensic Club
$.20 ; and for Women , Stud ent

With the end of April in. sight it
is hoped that snow is definitely a
thing of the past. With this in
mind, the Outing . Cluh has drawn
up its schedule of spring outings.
First was the Outing Club supper on
April 11 at the Lodge, for canoeing,
hamburgers and singing.
Among / the numerous . events
planned for this, spring season is the
Intercollegiate Woodmen's Meet at
Middlehury College, on May 11 and
12. The Club j s out practicing already in hopes of sending a six man
team for this weekend.
On the same weekend, beginning
May 10, is the annual canoe trip.*
Tlie cancers a2*e scheduled to " leave
Friday after, supper for the Y-Camp
at Hancock Pond , Bridgton , Maine.
Traditionall y an opportunity to x
"rough it" for three days, plans
include paddling all day Saturday,
per that night, the entire dining and afc ni ght singing, dancing, and
room joins in the official women 's games around the fire.
salute, and the two settle down, to
the comparative quiet enjoyed by League $1.50. _,
Colby's many "old" pinned couples.
An amendment to the L. F.A. conIf a girl comes back from another
stitution was approved. The enrollcollege weekend pinned , that is
really cause for excitement. Until ment of the organization will be enthat time very few people have real- larged to include two representatives
ized that she was dating off campus. from each sorority, fraternity, and
The questions fly thick and fast, in- from tlie independen t boys.
quiring all about the boy. Of course,
Radio Colby asked Student Govthis unfortunate girl doesn 't recei-ve
ernment
to look into a proposal to
a masculine serenade. In all other
respects, however, her pinning cele- allow the radio to broadcast baseball
bration is tlie same.
and hockey-games.
So it goes on. The bustling quiets
Those wishing to run for offices in
down until the next weekend when 1
/
,
speculations again arise. "Do you
think anyone will get pinned this
weekend?"
Invariably somebody
does. Maybe even two*.
1

f

Excellent meals for the student !
iat a price he can afford to pay. |
(Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti !
Waterville j
j Main Street

.05 Main Street .
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"Come In and Browse Around "
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A total of sixteen students com-

j
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NOTICE _
Freshmen are asked to choose
their majors for, the coming
! years. Forms have been issued
f rom the deans ' offices for them
to complete before May 1.
The lists of departmental (
majors have also been issued and
are posted in the dorms. Bt
should be noted that Mr. Bershneider will be the history advisor
rather than Mr. Bridgmari.

Quality Service • One-Day Service pleted the Red Cross Water Safety
For your convenience will deliver instructors Course given recently at

I

SONIC -V-- j

SONIC INDUSTRIES , INC. 'l9 Wilbur Street, Lynbrook,N.Y.
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Instructor Course
Passed by Sixteen

156 - 158 Main Street
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING
AND DYING
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WATER\aLLE
SAVINGS

Tomorrow evening, April 27, from
8 :30 until midnight , the second floor
of the Women's Union will he the
scene of the Greenwich Village
Dance, sponsored by the Hangout
Committee. In previous years, the
dance has been held in the women 's
gymnasium, but the Smith and
Dunn IJounges are expected to provide more o£ an atmosphere for the
Greenwich Village theme.
Heading the. dance are co-chairmen, Carolyn "Webster and Jean
Roberts. The two girls have planned
the decorati ons for the evening in
accordance with the theme. The
cafe style set-up with -candles and
checkered tablecloths will bring
about a marked transf ormation tothe two lounges. Peggy Lippincott
headed the publicity for the dance
and saw to it that the evening was
publicized by a series of posters.
Refreshments will be ordered at
the tables and the chaperones for
the evening, Mr. Bershneider, Miss
Flanders , and Miss Vlahakos, will
be the waiters.
Marty Burger and his band have
volunteered their services for the
night. The music they have lined up
promises to add the finishing touches
to the gala atmosphere.
Tickets will be sold at the door at
$.75 a couple. The dress will be informal.
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Bring Us Your Photo Problems
For Technical Advice
j
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS COMPANY
67 Temple Street
Waterville , Maine
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Walter J f . P- Day

Al Core y 's Music
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For PLANE and
STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
Call TR 2-8134

their class should obtain nomination
papers in the offices of the deans and
turn them in by May 3. Elections
will be held on May 13.

SAVE WITH

!

WELCOME TO

^f

Among C0C Plans

The following plan for the betterment of class elections have been
submitted. Its purpose is to correct
the marked disorganization and insufficiency which, characterized the
class meetings pertaining to the election of class officers during the past
school year. ' Elections for class
officers will be May 3. The ballot
hdxes are to he run by fche present
class officers.
Nominees for class offices shall
follow a system similar to that of
nominees f or Stu dent Government.
Forms for the nominees can be procured from the deans to be filled out
and returned by May 3, to a box in
the deans' offices. This is to enable
the publishing of a complete list of
candidates in the "Echo. "
The form shall include places for :
(1) the candidate's name, class, and
signature ; (2) the office for which
he' or she wishes to run ; (3) the
signatures of twenty . boys and
twenty girls from the nominees
class. (No person may sign more
than two petitions for each office.)
(4) the signature of the Death of
Men or the Dean of Women , which
shall be given only if the candidate
is-' in good scholastic standing.
Upon completion and return on
time of this form to the secretary
of the Student Government, the
candidate's name shall be published
in the "Echo", and on 'the ballot
on the day of voting in alphabetical order with . the ' other candidates
for that offi6e.

DIFFERENT TASTES* /Qv? ^Sf 7 ,

______

Sam's girl is tall and thin
h*Qp ^ 1 f__H_B_Hf
My girl is fat and low .
I /u XV) I
W
V
Sam's girl wears silk and satin
\Mp Sj O \
^_____W
My girl wears calico
VP7
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*l\
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3
fam 's girl is fast and speedy
D
0
|J MT X_ xJ ' I IfI II
ly girl la slow but good
Think I'd swap my girl for Sam's? T" 1" I
|
/
¦l^JUi
You're darn well right I would!
I/

__

the Waterville Boys' Club.
Mr. Raymond Amiro, field representative in safety services from
National Red Cross, conducted the
15 hour course, which wa s given
during the week April "2-5. This instruction was proceeded by a basic
course of 15 hours taught by Robert
Hesse.
The following persons completed
the course : Barbara Chapman ,
Richard Daniels, / Sally Fritz, Anne
Gerry, Gail Harden , Julie Klafstad ,
Wilma Lyman, Sally Martin , Elean or Ri cd , Janice Rideout , Nancy
Shoemaker, Alic e Stebbin s, Douglas
Thompson , Pat Walker, Alden
Wontworth , and K en Wilson. They
aro now qualified as Water Safety
and Swimming instructors, and ns
life guards and waterfront directors .
This is fifth consecutive year tlio
Waterville Chapter has sponsored
this course as a part of tho American Red Cross ' objective to "waterproof" tin's country. It is expected
that this cour se will b e giv en a ga in
next yoar for those who desire to
take advantage of this training.

H Special Course ¦
^L fffor Colle ge Women !
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Old Documents On

Display In Librar y

Hi everyone! Well, the Drive-ins are opea now so there are added
Hours of please at the flicks for all those of you who are loyal theater
goers. Also, hope that tlie starting times are an added convenience
¦
» ¦
for all !
INSIDE BRIEFS ! ! !
Frank Sinatra is reported to be willing to have his head shaved
(a la Yul Brynner) for the.Ghandi role in "The Wheel" . . . TV
comic Ernie Kovacs, who is filirf debuting as a meanie in Columbia's
"The Mad Ball," is trimming his famous mustache to give himself
that ."heavy" look . . . A.total of 730,000 man hours were spent by
cast, creators and crew in bringing "The Spirit of St. Louis," James
Stewart starrer for Warners, to the screen . . . Fred MacMurray may
move over to Europe this summer
to play opposite Esther Williams
in Allied's "Move Over, Darling"
. . . Something to see: Marilyn
Monroe in those slinky satin
sheaths she ¦ wears in Warner
Bros.' "The Prince and the Showgirl" ! .
DOWNTOWN FLICKS ! ! !
State : • Fri.-Mon., April 26-29
—Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall,
and Dolores Gray headline the
top cast in Dory Schary's farewell
picture to 20th-Fox—"Designing
Woman." A merry mix-up of two
different types of people who;
through the magic of love, reconcile their differences . . . i n
color and , CinemaScope! Starting times: Fri., Sat., Mon. "DeSWEATERGIRL . . . Miss Dick- signing Woman": 1:00; 3:35 ;
inson, a pretty auburn-haired 6:15; 9:00. Sunday, 3:35; 6:20;
miss with flashing brown eyes, is. 9:00.
Tues.-Thiirs., April 30-May 2
play ing her first lead at Warners
—One
of the all-time greats of
opposite Randolph Scott in "Shoot
Out at Medicine f iend " begin- the screen returns in the form of
,
ning Friday; May 3, fo r two days "Casablanca ," starring I n g r i d
Bergman, ( the late ) Humphrey
at the Haines.
Bogart, Peter Lorre, and Sydney
;
as only the giant screen
Greenstreet. Real suspense and adventure
can portray it! Starting times: "Casablanca"—1 :00; 3:00; 5:00;
"
'
7:00; 9:00.
,
^
Haines: Thurs.-Sat , April 25-27—"Day of Triumph," is the story
of Christ. Lee J. Cobb and Joanne Dru are the featured players in
this, one of the greatest stories in human history ! Special discount
coupons are available upon request from yours truly. Starting times :
1:00 ; 3:00; 5:00 ; 6:50; 8:45.
Sun.-Tues., April 28-30—Ray Milland and Anthony Quinn (Academy Award winner as the Best Supporting Actor of 1956) star in
"River's Edge" . . . a color-CinemaScope action-drama ! Tentative
starting times : 1:00; 3:00; 5:00 ; 7:00 ; 9:00.
Wed.-Thurs., May 1-2—Two of the late and GREAT James Dean
films return in the form, of "East of Eden" and "Rebel Without A
Cause." Both in color and CinemaScope, these twin-flicks comprise
the longest and one of the finest shows in town. Tentative starting
times : 1:00 ; 4:30; 8:00.
Opera House : Thurs.-Sat./ April 25-27—Two GREAT war flicks
are featured. "Battleground" and, "Beachhead" . . . with the former
starring Van Johnson and the late John Hodialc, while the latter stars
Tony Curtis and Frank Lovejoy ! Starting times : "Battleground"—
1:50; 5:30; 9:20. "Beachhead"—3 :35; 7:30.
Sun.-Mon., April 28-29—"Rock, Pretty Baby" starring Johnny
Saxon and Sal Mineo in a real Rock-and-roll Show!!! Co-feature is
"Four Girls in Town" .. . '• . the mirthful musical about what happens
when four eligible gals hit a town . . . George Nader is the masculine
distraction!!! Starting' times : "Rock, Pretty Baby"—3 :00; 6:15;
9:30; Sunday, 3:15 ; 6:20; 9:30. "Four Girls in Town"—1 :30; 4:30;
7 :50. Sunday 4:40; 7 :50:
Tues.-Wed., April 30-May 1—"The Proud and the Profane" starring William Holden ancl Deborah Kerr in a story concerning the
trials and tribulations the women of the world had to endure during
wartime. An entirely different type picture—"Ulysses-—starring Kirk
Douglas as Homer's heroic adventurer with Sy lvana M angan o as t ho
"femmc fatale" co-features the bill, Tentative starting times : "Proud
and the Profane"—-1 :30 ; 5:30 ; 9:50 ; "Ulysses"—3 :40; 8:00.
, . Thursr-Fri., May 2-3—"True Story of Jesse James" starring Robert
Wagner as the famed "bad boy" of the old west is a fine portrayal of
the "James" legend. "Bandido" is the Robert Mitchum action-packed
drama concerning Bob's plight while in Mexico . . , both in color!!!
St ar t ing t imes: "True Story of Jesse James"—3:10; 6:20; 9:50.
'
,
"Bandido"—1 :30 ; 4:50; 8:15.
WINSLOW DRIVE-IN .V
¦The Drive-In will be pper. only Thu rs.-Sun.' this Week. Show starts
as soon as it gets' dark!!!

The manuscripts and books on
exhibit on the main 'floor of the
library are some early attempts at
printing.
Most of these are pages from
Bibles printed at Nuremberg, Germany, toy Anton Koberger in 1483.
The printing press was invented betw een 1330 an d 1450, and the earliest works by Johann Gutenberg at
Mainz , also in Germany, are dated
1454 and thereafter.
Some of the examples are manuscripts , .or books, lettered entirely
by hand. The printed books are
illustrated with woodcuts, which
are then colored by hand.
Besides pages from Bibles there
ate 'extracts from "The Golden
Legend" by Jacobus de Voragine,
also printed an 1483, and "Der
Schatzhehaelter," printed in 1491.
All of "these books are considered incunabulae, or early printed works,
especially those done, before 1501.
These same originals may.be purchased from the art department for
prices ranging from $2.50 to $50.
The
department will, purchase
several for its growing collection of
prints . Any individuals interested
in obtaining copies should contact
Mr. James Carpenter in Room 320
in Roberts Union.

Powder and Wig has an- 1
rtoiinced the following officers for ,
[1957-58 : President, John Curtis ; ;
Vice-President, Pete Vloches,
busi ness manager , Jean French ;
' recording secretary, Betty Lou
Nyman ; corresponding secretary,
Donna Tasker ; and publicity
manager , Pete- Prew;
.-
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Warns Students

Jud y Levine To
Head Hellenic

The Pan Hellenic Council met recently to elect its slate of officers for
the new year. According to the
Rules of Procedure, the Presidency
is to be held in rotation by each
chapter in order of its establishment.
This year this office will be held by
Judy Levine, senior representative
from Sigma Kappa. Other officers
are : Vice President , Fran Wren ;
recording secretary, Marcia Griggs ;
corresponding secretary, Judy Colbath ; treasurer, Marilyn Dyer ; representative to "Women 's Union Committee, Sue Fetherston ; representative to the Social Committee, Carol
Kristiansen ; scholarship committee,
Carol Jelinek.

; Giguere 's Barber Shop !
and Beaut y Parlor 1

The Men's Judiciary Committee
wishes to remind male students of
college rules whi ch have been recently violated.
Any student found playing hall in
an unauthorized area will be subject to a punishment ,of several
hours work for the Buildings and
Grounds Department. This is necessary measure in order to protect
college lawns while they tire still
soft.
A student taking books illegally
from the library will be subject to a
ten dollar fine for each book found
in his possession. However , it is
hoped that any hooks now missing
will be returned to the libra ry in
order to avoid the fine and preven t
the destruction of the books.
The unauthorized wearing of a.
military uniform is a very serious
offense. TJnauthori-ed wearing of »
ROTC uniform falls under the same
category of the misuse of any military uniform.
Students are warned that driving
while or after drinking is a serious
offense in the State of Maine. Many
Colhy roads are not banked properly,
and are in need of ' repsiir. It i*
better, to walk from town if you
must drink , than to ruin this long
awaited spring season by a serious
accident .
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Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Street
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! Harold J. Berdeen
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"Good Shoes for

j

|

Coliege Men and Women "

,

j
I

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

!

1

51 Mai n Street

.Job, Novelty & Social Printing *
We Give You Service
I
I
Telephone TR 3-3434
|
i
Waterville j
I 88 Pleasant St.
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Mens J -idiciar y

The Social Committee has
elected the following new officers
for next year. They are Al
Fraser '58, president and Norman
Lee '58 secretary.
The Committee has begun to
make plans for the Campus
Calendar for next ' semester.
Presidents of all organizations
are requested to begin planning
their schedules. Each organization, will receive a notice reminding! them of this, and schedules
must be submitted to the Social
Committee by Monday, May 13.
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Charge Accounts
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FOR SPRING FEVER
BACK-STRAP
IVY LEAGUE
POLISHED COTTON

SLACKS

• SANFORIZED
• SLIM , TAPERED LEGS
• SUNTAN, BLACK , and OLIVE GREEN
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LACE TO TOE
HEAVY SOLE
BUILT IN ARCH
GENUINE KEDS
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YOUR COLBY STORE ,
Where You Can "Char ge it"
Lud y '21
Pacy '27
Howie '41
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Colby Blanks Bowdoin;
Judd Baffles Batters

Waterville, April 20—The Mules' nine, in their, firs t . home game of
the year, blanked Bowdoin , 4-0, at Coombs Field today.
Colby bashed starter Ron Woods for two runs in the first and
collected their final two in the fifth to clinch the game and to take
the lead in State Series play. The only other State Series game was
held April 18, when Bowdoin swamped Bates, 8-2. Warren Judd,
who went the route for the' Mules, looked very impressive in giving
up only three hits during his nine inning stint. The big right hander
let only one safety reach the outfield. Judd , himself , hit a long blast
to deep left which would probabl y have cleared the fence, were it
not for the wind blowing directly from left field to the plate.
The scoring in the first inning was opened by lead-off batter Lee
Oberparlei ter with a single. Wil
LaVerdiere walked and moved to
second on a passed ball to Neil
Stinneford , while Oberparleiter advanced to third . Stinneford poled a
long single to left field , scoring both Date Time
Team
Diamond
runs and winning the game on the April
second hit of the day .
j
25 3 :45 ATO vs AFROTC
1
' In the fifth inning, Oberparleiter
Taylor of U. of N . H. rounding second at Cohen waits f o r throw. The Mules won 6 to 4.
3 :45 LCA vs Sigma Theta 2
again started the rally with a single.
26 3 :45 DKl. vs Tau Delts
1
LaVerdiere fliedout and Stinneford
3 :45 Zetes vs DU
2
was walked to bring to the plate
29 3 :45 Phi Delts vs KDR
1
Norm Gigon. Gigon replied with a
' 3 :45 ATO vs Sigma Theta 2
blast good for two bases. Tlie hit
6 :00 AFROTC vs Tan Delts 1
brought Oberparleiter home, and
6 :00 LCA vs DU
2
Stinneford scored on a bad peg from
30 6 :00 DKE vs KDR
1
Waterville, April 22 -r- Tn a game marked with sloppy play on both sides, the Colby nine edged the
shortstop Macy Rosenthal.
6 :00 Zetes vs Phi Delts
2
University of New Hampshire, 6-4, at Coombs Field today. Eddie Lagonegro went the dintance allowAlthough the 4-0 victory was a May
decisive one for the Mules they man1 3 :45 ATO vs Tau Delts
1 ing only tv/o men to reach first on walks and scattering eight kits throughout the contest.
aged to get only four hits. Their
3 :45 Sigma Theta vs DU 2
The Wildcats broke to a three run lead with one in the first inning, another in the second , and two
ten walks from Bowdoin hurler
6 :00 AFROTC vs KDR
1 more in the third, while the Mules scored only in the first. However a three run spree in the fifth
,
Woods and the strategy timing of
6 :00 LCA vs Phi Delts
2
and the winning two runs in the bottom of the seventh enabled the Mules to "pull the game out of the
the Colby hits proved to be the de2 6 :00 DKE vs Zetes
1
termining factor.'
'
6 :00 ATO vs DU
2 fire.
po
Bowdoi n
ab
r
h
In that deciding seventh frame ,
3 3 :45 Tau Delts vs KDR
1
3
0
0
3
Relic, rf
the Colby rally was led off by Wil
3 :45 Sigma Theta vs Phi
4 0
0
0
Martin , 2b
LaVerdiere's, walk and sacrificed to
Delts 2
4
0
1 2
Linscott, cf
second by Neil Stinneford. Norm
6 :00 AFROTC vs Zetes
1
3
0
0
7
Stover, lb
Gigon , who have been hitting very
6 :00 LCA vs DKE '
2
3
0
0
3
Shepherd , If
well lately, batted LaVerdiere in
6 3 :45 ATO vs KDR
1
4
0
0
2
Teeling, 3b
with a single ancl, after he stole
3 :45 DU vs Phi Delts
2
2
0
0
2
.Rosenthal, ss
second , scored on Charlie Luethke's
6 :00 Tau Delts vs Zetes
1
3
0
2
5
Coster, c
Colby's, thinclads will face their first test of the season in a dual single. Lagonegro then retired the
6 :00 Sigma Theta vs DKE 2
0
0
0
0
Wood s, p
8 3 :45 AFROTC vs LCA
1 meet at Norwich Saturday. With no seniors on the squad , the Mule next three batters in order to gain
a-Hastings
1 0
0
0
3 :45 ATO vs Phi Delts
2 tracksters will have to rely on a lineup of sophomores and jun iors, the win. The nifty lefty fanned six
Fraser , p
0
0
0
0
6 :00 KDR vs Zetes
1
which fact is cause for many "ifs" during the garrie which was called
6:00 DU vs DKE
2
in preseason speculations. Coach after seven and a half innings beTOTALS
27
0
3 24
» 3 :45 Tau Delts vs LCA
1
John Coons, in his first track sea- cause of darkness. Lagonegro was
po
Colby
ab
r
h
3 :45 Sigma Theta vs
son at Colby, has only one letter not well backed up in the field for
Oberparlei t er, rf 4
2
2
1
AFROTC 2
winner returning to regular service, the Mules committed five errors.
LaVerdiere, If
3
1.
0
5
This was their poorest fielding day
6 :00 ATO vs Zetes
1
•Portland , Maine, April 20 — Captain Gordon Cunningham!
Stinneford, of
3
1
1
1
of the season thus far.
6 :00 Phi Delts vs DKE
2
Coach Coons is placing a lot of
Gigon , ss
3
0
1
2
13 3:45 KDR, vs LCA
1 Gordon Cunningham, the Mule
Frank McLaughlin pitched well
' • 3
0
0
2
Cohen, 3b
3:45 DU vs AFROTC
2 track captain for 19.57, won the Iiope in sophomore Al Rogan. who for New Hampshire in his four innPortl and Boys' Club 28th annual can enter any number of events , if
Luothko, lb
2
0
0 - 7
6 :00 Tau Delts vs
ing stint, allowing only one run.
five-mile
road race here today. Cun- needed.
0 ' 3
Paul Reichert, another
Madden , c
3
0
Sigma Theta 1
suffered from wildness , giving up
Judd , p
3
0
0
1
6 :00 ATO vs DKE
2 ningham stayed at the head of the sophomore who had a good season th ree runs on six walks. Rollin
Hunt , 2b
3
0
0
5
15 3 :45 Zet es v s LCA
1 pack throughout the race until tho Avith last year's frosh squad , is ex- Gentes lacked the speed required to
3:45 Phi Delts vs AFROTC 2 final half mile, when Myron Mc- pected to bolster the varsity con- retire tlie last f ew Mule ba tters and
TOTALS
27
4
4
27
6 :00 KDR vs Sigma Theta 1 Laughlin of Maine Central Insti- siderably. He runs the 100 and 220 got the loss chalked up on his record .
'
a—Struekout for Woods in 8th .
6 :00 DU vs Tau Delts
2 tute caught and passed him a short yard sprints . Tieclie Shelton . who
while
later.
Finally,
with
200
yards
lias
worked
hard
to overcome a leg N. H.
E:
Gigon , Rosenthal ; RBI :
ab
r
h
po
16 3 :45 ATO vs LCA
1
remaining
in
tho
race
Cunningham
operation
,
,
will
back
Reichei'fc in the Taylor, rf
Stinneford , 2, Gigon ; 2B: Gigon ;
4
1
1 0
3 :45 DKE vs AFROTC
2
SB: Stinneford , Cohen , Luethke ;
4
0
2
4
6 :00 Zetes vs Sigma Theta 1 put on his finishing kick and spurted 220 and runs the 440. Bob N"ielson Blossom , If
yards ahead of 'McLaughlin in tho -will enter the 440, but he is as yet Trouville, cf
SH: Woods 2; DP: Gigon and
4
0
0
2
6 :00 Phi Del ts vs
¦untested on the cinders , so another Konneally, 2b 4
Luethlco ; BB: Judd 5, Woods 10;
I
1
2
Tau Dolts 2 home stretch .
SO: Judd 3, Woods 4; WP: , Judd ;
Cunningham's winning time was "if" crops up. Lucky Christov , an- Marshall, lb
4
1 1
7
17 3 :45 KDR vs DU
.
1
PB: Coster 3; L: Woods ; U : Har26
:31.3, while McLaughlin was other frosh standout last year , will McLaughlin , p 4
0
0
1
Diamond .1 nea r tho Life Science
rington and Blake ; T. 2 :30,
clocked in 26 :35. Placing third was specialize in the broad jump. Al Colb ert , 3b
'2
1
2
5
Buildi ng.
'3 0 1
Diamond 2 near the Wales Tennis Matt Bud/.ko of Farmington State -fearing, who set tho Colby JTresh- Yetman , c.
. 0
man
Higln
Jump
Record
last
year
,
Teachers
College
with
Carleton
Libert y , c
.1,
0
0 , 0
Courts.
Spencer of Berwick High School is a brigh t addition to the ' varsity Rivi ere, ss
2
0
0 . 1
right behind him , Ed O'Connel l , squad . With Rogan in the pole Donnelly, p
0
0
0
0
who had won two previou s Boys' v ault is Ta nk Auri omm a, a hard- Centos, i)
2
0
0 , 1
Club r aces, finished fifth just ahead Avorking competitors who will give
.1.1)0 Colby golf toain opens its
TOTALS
34
4
8 21
The sign up list for the manager- of Bill Murph y of the B.A .A. Harry Colby its best pole-vault hopes for
.season tliis Friday under thoir now
ial positions in tho Women 's Athle- York, Gorham A. C, ; Wnyiia Vor- m any a year. Then it' s Iiognn again
ab
r
<ioanh Bob Clifiord facing Rhode
polby
h
po
tic Association for tho noxt. school rill , Portland Boys' Club . Wald ron for th e. low and high hurdle events.
,
Obcrpnrloitor
rf 3 • 0
1.
0
I sland, The match will ho played
Babbidge,
unatta
ched
;
and
Robert
year is up , 'All thoso who aro inWea k Reserves
LaVerdiere , If
1
3
n i. the Watorvillo .Country 'C lub in
0
3
St.
Francis
Xuvior
UniversKoup,
terested aro invitod to sign up imTho juniors who will face their Stinn ef ord , o f
1
0
0
Oakland.
3
mediately. By becoming a manager, ity rounded out tho top ton.
big
chores aro Cunningham , and Gigon , ss
,
the
Col
by
,
Du o to tlio muddy turf
3
1
2
2
.
Cunnin gham , a 22-yoar-okl Junior
ono is not onl y a member of the
Craig Hn rkins in tho ono and two Cohen , 3b
.squad began using W.O.G's grass
3
0
0
0
fu nctioning W. A. A. Board but hails fro m Old Orchard 'Beach and
mil e ruiiK, Tho field events Will ho Luethke, lb
2
0
1
onl y last Sunday. Thoy also havo
7
also gains five points more toward attended j Stearns High School boforo
divided
up among Al Rogan , jave- Madden , c
seen only a week' s p r a ctice on th e (h
3
0
0
7
.
coming to' Colby, Last year ho
o winning of a letter/ or cup .
lin ; Dave O'Brien , discus and ham- Lagonegro, p.
f nirwayf i. Tin's places Colby afc a
3
1
0
0
pl a ced fourth in th o Boy s' Club race,
mer ; f and Pete Doran , shot put. Hunt , ss
di Had vantage for t|io Rhode Island
i 2
1
0
2
month.
Ho intends to enter another road
Allio Shoeiin , who ran the 880 last
men have boon practicing for a
This y ear 's squad will bo com- race to ho hold at Prosquo Isle on year
, is converting to the sprints iri
TOTALS
21
6
4 24
posed of Stefan Van Sohonck , Cap- May 1. It will be sponsored fay tho
C O M I N G VARSITY GAMES
hoping to back tip Roiohorb and
N , H.
1 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 - 4
tain , Oliarljo Smith , Tom La Vigno, Prosquo Isle Chamber of Commerce
Sholton. Doug Davidson is another
Baseball—Williams—April 26
Colby
1 0 0 .0 .3 0 ' 2 x - 6
Jerry Jones, and Dick Watomah . as a feature of Air Force Apprecianow face on tho squad. Ho will
Golf—U. of R. I.—April 26
Charlie Smith should load tho team tion Day.
,T. : Marshall , Yetman , Oborparloicarry
Colby's hopes in tho 880-yard
Tennis—-M. I. T.—Apri l 20
by scoring in the mid-seventies. Tho , Cunnin gham is also a member of
tor,
Qigoii, Cohom 2 , Lagonegro ;
run
and
outer
tlio
j
avelin
event.
Basobal l—Springfield Collogo — other mon shoot m tho high sevenAlpha Tau Omoga at Colby ond k
RBI
:
Gigon 2, Luothko 2, Cohen ,
April 27
Norwich was soundly defeated by
ties and low eighties.
majoring in American Literature,
Sinnoford
, Konneally, Colbert; HR:
Golf—Tufts Collogo—April 27
Tho now talent will consist of Billy Ho plan a to enter tho teaching pro- Union a wool, ago, capturin g only Colbert ; SB: GiRon :j ; S: LnVordiTennis—Boston U.—April 27
Pliool, Chuck Forly, Bryan Barn- fession and hopes someday to return 22 points in thoir initial moot. By oro, Stinneford, Gigon, Konnoally ;
Track—Norwich U
April 27
ard , Davo Woodbury and Dick Bun- to Oolby and teach in tho English way of anticipation , tho Mulps can DP : Luothko to .. Gigon ; HB:
Baseba ll—Bates Collogo — April
Department under Professor Chapnell.
possibly win soyoral events, but thoy Lagonogvo 2, McLaughlin 8, Goiitos
30
man .
Aftor
tho
gamo
Friday
the
team
2, Donnelly 6; SO: Lagonegro 6,
Golf—Bowdoin Collogo—April 30
lack tho rosorvo manpower to take McLaughlin 2,
will
go
to
Tufts
on
Saturday,
The
trophy
won
by
Cunnin
gham
is
BowGontos 2, Donnelly
Tennis—u. of Maine—May 1 '
' Ifonso tho all-important, second and third I ; LP: Gontoo ; U : Boisvort ,
doin
on
Tuesday,
and
to
Boston
Uninow
located
in
the
ATO
,.
Baseball—Bates Collogo—May 2
\
versity on Friday.
phioos.
whore it will reside for ono year ,
/ L-Kotto: T: 2 :4fi.
'

Frat. Softball
Season Schedule

Lagonegro Goes Full Distance In
UNH Game: Mules Post 6-4 Win

In Duel Meet Saturday
Cunningham Wins
Distance Race

Golf Team Hurt
By Bad Weather

W. A. A.

F R E S H M E N CLASS
Continued from Page Three
with the understanding that they
should govern the class activities
during the "interim" . between the
opening of school and such a time as
a formal governing body of officers
is elected . The Interimi members are
as follows : chairman Jim Ferriman,
Ann Monro, Didi Camerar, Sherry
Gardner, Ed Bu rk e, and Leon Nelson.

,_rhe Committee held a "Frosh
Hop" which marked the first time
that a Freshman class sponsored a
dance for the college. Each week
the committee runs the "Freshman
Flicks," a series ' of ' top grade
movies, the proceeds of which are
turned over to Student Government.
The Committee also runs the class
meetings and is .the body through
which the class . of 1960 voices its
opinions and conducts its operations.

SOA WHS Read 9 Faculty Advances
In herit the Wind Noted by Bixler

Films on Campus
Plans Finale Show

The last two of the "Films on
Campus series" will be shown this
week-end , Saturday and Sunday,
April 27 and 28, and on next weekend May 4 and 5. As you may
know from reading the Student
Government column, that organization has gone somewhat into the red
on a few of the films this year. If
you are interested in seeing this
week-end film series continued next
year, why not show your support byturning out for these last two films ?
Both of these films are a little
lighter that several which have
been shown, in keeping with the
season
.
_#""_
„& ^^"««*SSfc-^llsl-v
The film for Saturday at 7 :00 and
Sunday at 6 :30 is "All About Eve"
with Bette Davis, Anne Baxter,
George Sanders and Celeste Holm.
This film won an academy award
for Anne Baxter , as the young girl
who desires to become, a stage star.
She is taken in hands by an older
woman , very reminiscent of Tallulah, and things take off from there.
The final film of the year (May 4
and May 5) is "The Private War of
Major Benson ," a comedy; about
what happens when a loud-mouth
Major , too tough for the army, is
assigned to a school for youngsters.
' '¦
' ' -__a_v
' ••*
W'
(Colby ROTC please note.) ' This
film
stars Charlton Heston, Julie
results. "The Mayflower Hill ConAdams,
and Tim Hovey.
certo follows the classical pattern ,
which consists of three movements
being few purely solo passages and
or tempi: (1) Allegro Moderate
no cadenza. However there are fre(forceful and assertive), (2) Anquent answering passages between
dante Espressivo (lyrical), and (3)
the piano and . celli , and the piano
Rondo (a spirited movement of
and horns. At the very end the
motion) .
main sections of the three leading
The orchestration f of the entire melodies are lined into a concludconcerto is for full orchestra, with ing phrase.
many melodic lines given to the
The third movement, R o n d o
woodwinds and brass—especially the Presto, is one of continual motion,
clarinets. There are abundant solo in fou r sections. Each is played first
passages for piano , syncopated ac- by the piano, then repeated by the
companiments, and much activity orchestra , with connecting woodPIANO CONCERTO BY
for all instruments—including tym- wind passages. A vigorous cadenza
Continued from Page One
enlarge the enjoyment and apprecia- pani. The fact that the composer is followed by the coda (presto)
tion of this concerto, which is~-so wrote the concerto for " a specific which uses the "very first arid main
' the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy Selects only
the Smooth Flavor L e a f . . . Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness! closely connected with Colby. The orchestra with which he was ac- concerto theme as an accompanying
woi'd "concerto" comes from cer- quainted, gave him an advantage in as well as a unifying phrase. The
tai*e, to strive, and was first used by orchestration .
final ending is in C major (a PicViadara in Concert! Ecclesiastic. —
The first movement, in Sonata cary Third). 'The Rev. Donald M.
for* voices. It was characterized Allegro Form , consists of a large, Hinckley, writi ng in 1953, described
then by alternations and contrasts A , stat ement , a, B, development, an , this final movement as "the first
of unequal tonal resources. Later A , restatement, and a coda. In A real New England music. The rich
in th e 17th an d 18th centurie s the there are two main themes : the first , music carefully built pictures of
concerto took the form of the Con- forceful , the second , flexible and Yankee thrift and hope that I have
certo Grosso, Avhich consists of an lyrical . "The development of these never heard expressed in music."
alternation of solo instruments (the ideas features, rhythmic variety,
concertino) with the whole orchestra , numerous key contrasts, the introD E V E L O P M E N T PROGRAM
(the tutti), striving for an artistic duction of a middle theme, and
Continued from Page One
much, use of pizzicato. The reYale Professor Frederick A. Potstatement of A leads to a cadenza tle (New Haven , Conn. ) ; Joseph C.
and the coda , with a new theme, Smith (New York City) , vice presiMain Street
I
which
is a combination of tho first dent , Marts and Lundy, Inc.; Wi n' ''
i.
and second themes.
throp H. Smith (New York City),
Waterville
Maine
Onl y Viceroy smooths each puff" \
partner
, Merrill Lynch , Pierce , -TenTho second movement is characterthrough 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose—soft , snow-white, natural! i
ner
&
Beane
; Reginald H. Sturteized by more spacious melodies.
i
Where Qualit y,
vant
(Livermore
Falls), president.
There are three main themes , which
Livermore
Falls
Trust
Co. ; Harry
' Service and
; aro subjected to far less developB.
Thomas
(Keyport
N.
J.), presi,
ment than in the first movement ,
Cleanlin ess Prevail
I .
but occasional forceful passages in d ent , H. B. Thomas Co. ; and Harry
the horns offer contrast. Tlie piano E. Umphrey (Presque Isle), presiOPEN DAY and NIGHT
is
more a part of the orchestral tex- d ent , Aroostook Potato Growers ,
i .
¦
i
ture in this movement, also, there Inc .
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"Inherit the Wind ," a curre nt
Broadway play, will be reproduced
in part on campus Sunday, April
28 at 6 :30 p.m. The Student Christian Association has been fortunate
in securing permission to present
readings from Lawrence and Lee's
current hit play. "Inherit the
Wind" is a drama which takes
muchuof its plot from the famous
Scopes "Monkey " Trail" of 1925.
This was the trial of a Tennessee
high school biology teacher who had
been arrested for having read to his
sophomore class some material based
on Darwin's "Origin of the Species."
This was very much against the law
of the state, because Darwin's
theory supposedly debased the Biblical Scriptures. The play, as the preface states, "does not pretend to he
journalism. It is theatre. It is not
1925. The stage directions set the
time as 'not too long ago.' It might
hare been yesterday. It could be
tomorrow. "
One of .the important conflicts in
the play is between religious fundamentalist faith and scientific reason.
It hecames almost a trial of man's
right to think. Says Coleman in
the New Y6i\k "Daily Mirror," the
trial is portrayed with "an exciting
dramatic ¦ touch , irony ., and humor
that is alternately kindly and biting. " John Chapman of the New
York *'Daily News" says that the
authors "have made a play which
in addition to abundantly satisfying
the desires of a theatre goer , stirs
¦^ Br
his mind. "
Those participating in the SCA's
production are Peggy Jack , Douglas
Hatfield , Charles Leighton , David
Bustin , Allen MacLean, and Jane
Gibbons. The meeting will take
place in the chapel lounge.

Ten faculty promotions have been
announced recently by President
Bixler. Five assistant professors
have been advanced to associate professors. Five instructors have been
promoted to assistant professors. .
The five new associate professors
are : Paul Machemer, Ph. D., Princeton, Pennsylvania, Associate Professor of . Chemistry j Henry Holland,
Ph.D., Maine, Harvard , Madrid,
Associate Professor of Modern
Languages ; Richard Gary, Ph.D.,
New-York University, Cornell, Associate Professor of English ; Walter
Zukowski , M.A., Clark, Associate
Professor of Business Administration ; and Janet Marchent, M.A.,
Columbia, Associate Professor of
Health and Physical Education ,
Those moving from instructor to
assistant professor are : John J.
Iorio, M.A., Columbia, Assistant
Professor of English ; William Miller , M.A., Columbia , Assistant Professor of Fine Arts ; John H. Kelley,
B.S;, Boston University, Assistant
Professor of Health and Physical
Education ; Frederick Gieb, M.A.,
New Hampshire, Brown , ' Assistant
Professor of Sociology ; and Richard
R.- Mayers, A.B., Dartmouth ; Assistant Professor of Physics.
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All Electric Cooking '
Our Kitchen Is Open for
Inspection at all Times
Watorvillo
Maino

|
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VI GUE<S
The Friend ly
j \

HOUSEWARES

¦ ';
j f §f N-til' :
!

COMPANY

1

ESSO
' ¦

I

The New Purita n
Restaurant . Inc.

i

SQUARE
/

JEWELER

Repairing of Watches, Jewelr y
TR 2-7338
130 Main St.
Watorvi llo
Maino

POST
OFFICE

I
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Fre d J. Rossignol

1

APPLIANCES ,
¦

Barber Shop
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ACROSS FROM

•

THE OPERA HOUSE

i

PETER S LITTLE BIG
242 Main Street

•

STORE

FOR BREAKFAST , LUNCH , DINNER
SNACKS , SUPPLIES , G R O C E R I E S , M A G A Z I N E S

i

j

Sigm a Kappa Aids
Welfare Com,

The members of Sigma Itappa
sorority have joined their forces to
those of the Waterville Zon ta Club
:uid the Thayer Hospital Administrative staff to comprise the Committee on Aging of Waterville. The
purpose of the committee is discover the religious, social', and medical needs of the 65 and. over age
grou p in this community.
This study received its initial impetus when the State of Maine
passed a hill allotting a certain sum
of money to any city for use in any
program designed to aid the older
members of the community. The
country has just recently begun to
realize the increase in numbers of
people in this age group, who, although in good health, have been
forced to retire from their work
and , in many cases, from their
active community. The women of
the Zonta Club of Waterville originated the idea of such a study and
enlisted the aid of the administrators of ' Thayer Hospital and of
Sigma Kappa sorority . Professor
Kingsley H. Birge of Colby's biology department wa.s asked to join
the group after its first meeting.
Interviews of a representative
sample of the aged population of the
surrounding ' area will be made
starting April 25. The results of
the interviews will be tabulated over
tho summer and the information
made availabl e tor each- group in
the fall. Each group will use' the
information that pertains particularly to tl,ieir service.
Sigma Kappa was asked to join
the group because, of its previous interest in geriatrics . Geratology has
been the scroti ty 's national philanthropy for three years.. The Sigma's
will be out making calls on the older
people and asking them such questions as :

SUPER SHIRT
LAUNDRY
Dry Cleaners
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BUNDLE SERVICE
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Telephone TR 2-5461
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j FLO'S greenhouse !
TR 4-8913
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ARTISTIC CORSAGES
!
!
Lower Silver Street
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April 25 - 26 - 27
" BAT TLE GROUND"
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LUTHER COOKE
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Come in for
Gift Suggestions

THE YARN
SHOP
134 Main Street

EUSTIS NAMED HEAD
: • Continued from Page One
1923, magna cum laude^ and received his master's degree from Harvard Business School in 1926. Last
June President Bixler conferred on
him the honorary doctor of humane
letters degree with these words, tf a
huilder and a Yanlcee with a passion
for a balanced budget."
From 1925 to 1927 Mr. Eus.tis was
a member of the Maine State House
of Representatives. He has also
been a member of tlie Waterville
School Board and supervisor of the

1
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Maine Unemployment Compensation
Commission. He is now a Mason ,
director of the Waterville Boys '
Club , . and on . the State's Economic
,
Board .
>
JAPANESE MUSICIAN
Continued from Page One
the Nippon Philharmonic Orchestra ,
the Tokyo Symphony and the Japan
Broadcasting Company.
Eto was assisted in coming to the
United States by a member of the
Supreme Council for the Allied
Powers, who first heard him in a
concert given . for- the Army-of Occupation. For four years under a
scholarship at. Philadelphia's Curtis
Institute of Music, . Avheie he is now
a faculty member, he received special coaching from the renowned
violinist, Efrem Zimbalist. He Has
toured—playing recital and solos
with> major orchestras throughout
the United States ,, Mexico, Central
America, Italy, Hawaii, and Japan .
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Fri. - Mon., April 26 - 29

Gregory Peck - Lauren Becall
,
Dolores Gray
" DESIGNING W OMAN"
Cinemascope in Color

I Tues., Thurs. - April 30 - May 2 ;
1 Humphrey Bogart
Pete Lorre
"
CASABLANCA
"
!
^
Ingrid
Bergman
Claude
Rains
I
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evidence that Luckies are the finest
ng anywhere!
smoki
.Check this yourse
ry
a- carton ..You'll
^' '^ at a couPle—or
n(
as
^ ^ ^ every Lucky tastes good
¦as *^e ^rst one* ^°*1 see every Lucky
' mild,
is made of fine tobacco ...
goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTED to
( taste even better. Light up a Lucky
right now. You'll ag ree Luckies are the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
;
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STICKLEI
MAKE *25 ^g^

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same number of
^_ f "$
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25
i^ /iuck! 1
for all we use—and for hundreds that never see print.
I IstrikI
So
send stacks o f 'em with your
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Flimsy Whimsy
name, address, college and class
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;to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A.
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lAB STUDENTS (and most folks with a
flair for the scientific) know that one
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Mother's Day

SPECIAL DISCUSSIONS

Coatinued form Page Two
now studying Karl Marx. They expect no . shortage of discussion
material. As far as it looks now,
the only problem will be in. getting
ipeop le to leave after the meeting,
or rather , to bring an ending to the
discussion at all!

FRIDAY and
i _* I dL^
E K_I_M^-S^
'\
SATURDAY
1
, - . Lee Cobb
Joanne Dru
in "DAY OF TRIUMPH"
See "Bill" Millet for Special Discount Coupons !
Sun., Mon., Tues. Ray Milland - De-bra Pagent
in "THE RIVER'S EDGE"
Wed., Thurs. - James Dean in "EAST OF EDEN"
and "REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE"

H
O

" BEACH HEAD"

BABY "
also
" FOUR GIRLS
IN TOWN "

machine. Nothing was too good for
his boy's funeral. 3?or ten dollars
he could get him a foam rubber
coffin cut-rate, and__ could throw in
one of his own simulated plastic
, , ."
headstones .
Now all attention was turned to
Oliver. His children, figuring they
would gain ( a sizable inheritance
upon the old man's death , su btly attempted to help nature along. They
poisoned his cornpone, contaminated his JBVD' s, and polluted his
liquor , but nothing seemed to work .
The night before he was to leave
for graduate work at Harvard (he
had arranged . to sleep ' among the
oversize books in the library stacks),
Eugene had a vision of his. dead
brother Ben in the moonlit square.
He was crawling on hands and
knees apparently searching under
old leaves and unturned stones for
a quarter tip he fiad lost on his
former magazine route.
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74A ELM STREET

'LOOK HOMEWARD ANGEL?
Continued from Page Three
One dajT Eugene received an urgent summons to come home. Ben
was dying of pneumonia (with no
lungs ?). As Oliver sat at the foot
of his dying son's bed , the old man
pai n full y totaled up the impending
funeral expenses on his adding

I

BACHELOR

¦

Do you have any kind of health
insurance or do you belong to a
medical plan like Blue Cross?" '
"Would you be interested in
joining groups that meet regularly
and do things which would be of
interest to you?"
"From what sources do . you get
your present income?"
The Sigma's plan to use the information gained from the survey
to help them in their program at the
Sunset Home for the Aged in Waterville.
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WHAT IS A MA.RWAGE PROPOSAL? .

WHAT IS A SMART SHE-GOAT?
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Tardif Jeweler

Watorvl llo's
Sterlin g Headquarters
;
A gent for Tbwlo — Gorham
' Wallaoo — international — Lunt
Roo d and Barton — Heirloom '

BERRY'S
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"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER . .. CLEANER, FRESHER , SMOOTHER!

170 Main Stroot
¦

m ami* williahs

LUCKIES TASTE BETTE R

STUDIO GREETING CARDS

Watorvi llo

Hitch Pitch

.IMHAH HO.HS
NOUN. COHMUNITV COLLCOI •
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